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	C in Depth, 9788183330480 (8183330487), BPB Publications, 2019

	In the third edition of the book C in depth , the authors explain the basics of the programming language while maintaining the integrity and clarity of the programs. The book can be utilized by both beginners and advanced level programmers as a self-evaluation and learning source. There are more than 310 programs with explanations to illustrate the concepts of programming and over 450 exercises to challenge the readers in programming. These exercises are accompanied by solutions and hints where deemed necessary. The book begins with an introduction to the language and explains the elements, input and output, and operator and expressions used in programming. Control statements, functions, arrays, pointers, strings and files are covered next in successive chapters. Every chapter has examples in the form of programming that are explained step-wise. Five chapters have been added in the third edition, which includes chapters on Recursion and Bitwise Manipulation. Chapters on project development and library creation, code optimization, assembly interactions, and operations on bits may be helpful for further execution of the knowledge of programming.
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Data Communications Networking Devices: Operation, Utilization and Lan and Wan Internetworking, 4th EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Data Communications Networking Devices Operation, Utilization and LAN and VAN Internetworking Fourth Edition Gilbert Held 4-Degree Consulting, Macon, Georgia, USA Data communications continue to grow enormously as a key part of telecommunications. Technological advances mean up-to-date information is essential. This fourth edition of the popular...

		

Microsoft .NET Framework Security (One Off)Premier Press, 2002
Today, computing is dynamic and global. It is no longer practical to input or access data from a single computer. Microsoft .NET Framework allows you to use the same data for various digital devices. However, accessibility can lead to breaches in security. Therefore, this platform also provides several mechanisms for administrators and...


		

A to Z of Physicists (Notable Scientists)Facts on File, 2003

	Another important survey in the Notable Scientists series, A to Z of Physicists focuses not only on the lives and personalities of those profiled, but also on their research and contributions to the field. A fascinating and important element of this volume is the attention paid to the obstacles that women and minority physicists have overcome...





	

The Cloud DBA-Oracle: Managing Oracle Database in the CloudApress, 2017

	
		Learn how to define strategies for cloud adoption of your Oracle database landscape. Understand private cloud, public cloud, and hybrid cloud computing in order to successfully design and manage databases in the cloud.

	
		The Cloud DBA-Oracle provides an overview of Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS) that you can use...



		

Genetic Algorithms + Data Structures = Evolution ProgramsSpringer, 1998

	Genetic algorithms are founded upon the principle of evolution, i.e., survival of the fittest. Hence evolution programming techniques, based on genetic algorithms, are applicable to many hard optimization problems, such as optimization of functions with linear and nonlinear constraints, the traveling salesman problem, and problems of...


		

Clustering-Based Support for Software Architecture Restructuring (Software Engineering Research)Vieweg and Teubner, 2011

	The maintenance of long-living software systems is an essential topic in today’s software engineering practice and research. Software Architecture Restructuring is an important task to adjust these systems to current requirements and to keep them maintainable. Niels Streekmann introduces an approach to Software Architecture...
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